CONGRATULATIONS!
Professor Horng
You have been included...

2000 Outstanding Intellectuals of the 21st Century continues to be a remarkable record of accomplishment and a well-represented reference source the world over. After the success of the previous editions we are pleased to announce that further publications have been agreed. In the tradition of the series, this book will bring together in one volume some two thousand of the world’s greatest contemporary thinkers. Congratulations on your inclusion.

In celebration of the permanent recognition and international acclaim this volume will ensure, the International Biographical Centre has created a suite of exclusive awards that honour your inclusion within this important title.

Exclusive editions and awards from the I.B.C.
Dear Professor Horng

2000 OUTSTANDING INTELLECTUALS
OF THE 21st CENTURY ~ 2011 ~

Thank you for returning your completed questionnaire. I am delighted to announce that our Editorial Board has unanimously agreed that your biography is worthy of inclusion within 2000 Outstanding Intellectuals of the 21st Century. May I be the first to congratulate you on this. Your biography has now been assigned to one of the International Biographical Centre’s Senior Editors who will be working to compile your entry into our standard biographical format. You will be sent a proof of your entry and you will be able to add late details or changes to keep this edition as accurate as possible. At present the publication of this important title is scheduled for late 2011.

As you are aware, 2000 Outstanding Intellectuals of the 21st Century accurately profiles the foremost illuminati in the world and we anticipate that demand will be high for this title, with the various high-profile Research Institutes and Libraries across the globe showing great interest in acquiring this important biographical research work. I would personally like to offer you the chance to reserve a copy, or copies, of this title which will be distributed to you upon completion of publication. By ordering at this time you will be able to take advantage of a significant reduction in the published price. This pre-publication reservation is ONLY available to you as you are one of our esteemed biographes that appears within the pages of 2000 Outstanding Intellectuals of the 21st Century.

Another benefit of inclusion, Professor Horng, is the opportunity to acquire the beautiful 2000 Outstanding Intellectuals of the 21st Century Awards that celebrate, and complement, your inclusion into the world’s foremost register of intellect. The 2000 Outstanding Intellectuals of the 21st Century Suite of Diplomas are three finely crafted, full colour warrants that will be inscribed with your name, dated and personally signed by myself. The 2000 Outstanding Intellectuals of the 21st Century Medal of Intellect is engraved with your name, finished in silver-gilt and supplied with its own presentation case for display purposes. Both the Suite of Diplomas and Medal of Intellect can be purchased separately, or as a package. They are a tasteful and permanent reminder of your inclusion in a title that will be distributed to libraries and research institutions worldwide.

Over...
I urge you to study the enclosed brochure as it details the different editions of *2000 Outstanding Intellectuals of the 21st Century* that can be reserved by yourself, as well as a more detailed view of the awards. I also urge you to visit the International Biographical Centre website located at http://www.internationalbiographicalcentre.com where you can read more about our publications and services.

Once again, congratulations Professor Horng and I look forward to hearing from you in the near future.

Sincerely

[Nicholas S. Law  
Director General]